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PICKING YOUR NEXT
BIKE LANE

THE GOAL FOR BIKE ADVOCATES MUST BE TO BUILD A CULTURE OF BIKING

The temptation for bike advocates is to focus on getting bike infrastructure added to 
the next big transportation project. This can be successful, but too often it results in:

Needless battles with people opposed 
to bike infrastructure, threatening 

overall community support.

An expensive project, with bike 
infrastructure being blamed

for the extra costs.

Bike infrastructure that has 
limited benefit because it isn’t 

where people biking most need it.

To really push the agenda and build a culture of biking and walking, proponents 
need to pick the right project. This is done by answering three questions:

Where are those 
trips most difficult or 

dangerous?

What is the quickest and 
cheapest way to alleviate that 

difficulty or danger?

Where do people now bike 
for transportation and not 

merely recreation?
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The people biking are your project supporters. The real struggles they can attest to are your rallying cry.
The simple and affordable project is the low bar you are asking the community to cross.

Building a culture of biking and walking means going from one person biking to two. 
From two to four. From four to eight. And on and on and on….

Too many biking advocates focus on getting the commuter in their SUV to switch
to a bike. That commuter has many obstacles that keep them from biking. Solving 
them all right now might be impossible. It is not the highest returning approach. 

To build a culture of biking and walking, focus instead on getting the next 
discouraged biker off the sidelines. The next discouraged biker is the person
who wants to bike but has some modest obstacle preventing them. Build 

momentum by removing that modest obstacle and make it easy for them
 to join your growing culture of biking and walking.


